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1.
Introduction. We presuppose acquaintance with [D,T], especially § 7,
and with [1'1], § 1,2. Let us consider the 'shift-operatorzl, defined by
iI == ?X.[).x.X(x t-I)]
(X a variable for elements of (N)N). Intuitively, one is led to expect that
the universe
0/1 del {Ae: 10 lawless, e E (N)N}
behaves similarly to the universe of lawless sequences itself. In § 7 of
[D, 1'] it was shown that this is not true without restriction, for
(1) 1\ IX E 0/1 V XA(IX, x)-» VeE K 1\ IX E o/1A(IX, e(IX))
does not hold for arbitrary A (counterexample: take A(IX, x) = V e(IX=
= /110 II eO ~-c x)).
It was stated without proof in [D, 1'] that under suitable restrictions
on the language (1) does hold; the restriction imposed has the effect of
prohibiting any reference to the lawless sequences from which the elements
of 01/ were obtained.
The present note contains the proof of a more general theorem (§ 4,
theorem 1) from which the results stated in [D, T], 7.2, (i), (ii) are obtained
as corollaries. The drift of this theorem is summarized in the dictum
"what cannot be mentioned docs not matter".
From the theorems 1-3 of § 4 it follows that under quite natural re-
strictions on the language, the projections of [D, T] become very good
approximations of primitive notions of anti-social sequence.
The note is arranged as follows. Section 2 states some properties of
anti-social sequences, or generalized lawless sequences. For more infor-
mation see [1'2]. Section 3 introduces a notion of Q-e-extensionality,
which is devised so as to fit the proof of theorem 1 in § 4; but the examples
which are given show that the notion is more natural than it appears
at first sight. The main results are proved in § 4; section 5 gives some
applications.
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2.
Generalized lawless sequences (anti-social sequences). We adopt the
notations and conventions of [D, T], unless stated otherwise. Below, C
shall denote a universally decidable class (i.e. for every construction it
is decidable whether it is an element of C or not), provided with a decidable
(definitional) equality relation = C (in short: =). = C can be extended
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automatically to U Cn; Co contains the empty sequence as only element.
n -O 00
We use a, r as variables for elements of U Cn. We write a -< i in case
n-O --
v a'(a * a' = i).
[(X)Y]* denotes the class of lawlike mappings of type (X)Y. A = Aad m
00
is a subclass of elements of U Cn, the class of admissible sequences.
n-O
We assume
(2) <) E A, /\ a(a E A v o ¢ A),
(3) /\ a E A V r V i'(i ¢ r' 1\ a * i' E A 1\ a * i E A 1\ lth i= lth r")
Let us define A(p) by
<a!, ... , ap) E A(p) = del /\ i(l <.i <. p --+ lth ai = lth al 1\ ai E A).
For X = <Xl , ... , Xp) E ((N)C)p we put XX -- <XIX, .. . , XpX)·
We define Kpc by
flJ E Kpc -- del flJ E [(ACpl)N]* 1\ /\ X E ((N)C)p(/\ x(XX E ACp») --+
--+ V y(flJXY#- 0) 1\ /\ al ... /\ ap /\ il .. . /\ ip«a1, .. ., ap) E Alp) 1\
1\ <al * iI, ... , ap * ip) E A(p) 1\ flJ<a1, ... , ap) #-O--+
--+ flJ<a1, ... , ap)=flJ<al * ri . ... , ap * ip»).
In the remainder of this paper, cpf is a certain universe of sequences
of type (N)C. We use e, 'Yj as variables for elements of cpf, and we introduce
the following abbreviations (all the free variables for non-lawlike objects
in A are supposed to be exhibited):
,0.eA(e, 'Yjo, , 'Yjp) =del /\ e( #- (s, 'YjO, , 'Yjp) --+ A(e, 'YjO, , 'Yjp)),
VeA(e, 'YjO, , 'Yjp) =del V e( #-(e, 'YjO, , 'Yjp) 1\ A(e, eO, , 'Yjp)),
where
E='Yj -- del /\X(eX = c'Yjx),
and
#- (s, 'YjO, ... , 'Yjp) -- del e#-'Yjo 1\ ... 1\ e #-'Yjp.
In the sequel the predicates considered are assumed to be extensional
w.r.t. lawlike sequences. We shall assume the following principles to hold
for cpf:
(4) /\ e /\ x(ex E A), /\ a E A Ve(e E a);
(5)
(6)
(7) ~~
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c"f'1] v c=1];
A(co, , cp) 1\ c/= (co, ... , cp) ~ V a E A[co E a 1\ f::,1] E aA(1], C1, • • • , cp)]
,6 ct f::, cp V aA(c1, , cp, a) -
-+ V rf> E Kpc V b /\ at /\ ap «at, . .. , ap) E Alp) 1\ rf><at , ... , ap)-i' 0_
- ,6ct E al ... f::, ep E ap A(el, ..., Ay. b(rf><al, .. ., ap) .z: 1, y))).
We define K C[cl' , cp] as follows.
rf> E K C[el' , cp] ~ del rf> E [(A)NJ* 1\
1\ V rf>' E /(Cp+1 /\ a E A[Q)a=rf>'<a, It(lth a) , ... , lp(lth a)].
It is easily seen that for any flJ E Kcrcl , .. . , cp]
(8) /\ e V x(rf>lx 1= 0),
(9) /\ a /\ .(a E A 1\ a *. E A 1\ Q)ai=O -+ flJ(a * .)=flJa),
and as a consequence
(10) f::, cA (s, C1, ••• ) t--+ /\ a E A(flJa f- 0 - f::, c E aA (e, el , ... )).
From (6) we obtain
(11) \h:A (s, so, ... , sp) ~~ V a E A,6c E aA(e, co, ... , sp),
and for a E A
(12) ,6 s E a[A(c, so, ... ) -+ B(s , 1'0, .. . )] ~-~
t--+ /\ . E A[. (: a _ [ f::, s E .A(e, EO, • • • ) _ f::, s E .B(c, so, ... )]].
From (7) we obtain
(13) f::, e V aA(e, S1, .•• , ek, a) ~ V flJ E K e[st, ... , Sk] V b /\ a E A(flJa#O _
~ f::, e E aA(e, Et, • • • , ee, Ay. b{Q)a ~ 1, y})).
As a special case of (13) we have
(14) ,6e V xA(e, ct , .. ., Cle, x) _ V flJ E K C[el' ... ] V b /\ a E A(flJa#O_
~ ,6s E aA(s, S1, .. . , Sic, flJa ~ 1)).
For the proofs of (11)-( 14), compare the treatment of lawless sequences
of (N)N in [K].
3.
Definition and examples of Q-B-extensionality. Let !l' denote the second
order language with numerical variables: x, y, Z, U, v, W, n, m, variables
for elements of [(N)N]*: a, b, C, d, e, I, variables for non-lawlike sequences
of (N)N: IX, fl, Y, 15, with constants = (numerical equality) , 0, S (successor) ,
possibly some other constants for certain primitive recursive functions,
K (the class of Brouwer-operations), a constant for function-application,
and with logical operators _,1\, V, -' , /\, V. Let Fm denote the class of
formulae of .P.
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Definition. Let rhe a functional of type ((N)C)(N)N. Fm (r) denotes
the class of formulae F which are obtained from a formula F ' E Fm by
replacing every occurrence of a variable (X by (re), and replacing quanti-
fiers 1\ (x, V(X by 1\ e, Ve respectively.
Definition. Let BE (A)[(N)N)*, and let Q(a, (X) E Fm, Q not con-
taining any quantifiers V /3,1\ p. 1'* is such that Aa. r*(x, a) E K1G for
every x. 1', defined by 1\ X E (N)C(rX(x)=y~ V z(r*(x, iz)=y+ I)) is said
to be a Q-B-extensional projector if the following conditions are met:
(I) 1\ a V a E A[Qa=Qe,,)' and for a E A, TEA: a -< T ---* Qe,,"J Qe,'
where Qa ~, de! {X: X c (N)N II Q(a., X)}.
(11) For a suitable rp E (A2)C
Qeu c: Qe, IIlth a= lth r } 1 ---* Qe,,= Qf:jI'*«P{". tl>l'
(III) Ith a= Ith Til Qfj" = Qer II
II r*(x, a),i 011 T*(x, r) # 0---* r*(x, a) = 1'* (x, T).
(IV) Q(Br, 111) -)- V a('fJ E a II Qfj" c: Qe,)'
A simpler case occurs when BE (A)N and the first half of (I) is replaced
by (I)': 1\ x E N V a E A[Qx = Qe,,]. This case reduces to the general case
by taking
Q'(a, X) == de! Q(aO, X).
In some cases there exists an 'inverse' mapping TO E (N)A such that
(V) 1\ e 1\ n(e E rOn ---* Fe en), 1\ n 1\ m(rOn < rO(n * m)),
Q(fJ tv«, X) H X E n.
The definition of a Q-fJ-extensional projector is made to fit the proof of
theorem 1 in § 4. We illustrate the definition with a few examples.
Example 1. Take r*(x,ay)=O ify<x+l, T*(x,ay)=a(x+I)+1 if
y > x + 1. Then I' is the shift-operator L1 mentioned in the introduction.
We extend 11 to finite sequences of natural numbers by
We put
Q(x, X) == X EX, fJ = An. L1n.
If we take
rp(n *~, m)=x, rp(O, m)=O,
A
1'0= An. °*n,
then (I)', (II)-(V) are fulfilled.
Example 2. Let b be any fixed lawlike sequence, and define ~ by
~O=O, ~(n * ~)=b{~n, {x, lth n}}.
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We let
r*(x , X) = ~(i(x + 1)), rbX = AX. ~(i(x + 1)),
Q(x, X) = X E (rtft)y, where ay = x ,
e = An. n,
ep(n * ~, m) = x, ep(O, m) =O .
Then (I)' , (II)-(IV) are satisfied. In case b satisfies
/\ x/\ y/\ zV u (b{x , {1t,y}}=z),
we may define r o by
r 0<)= ( ) , rO(x ) = ( miny(b{O, {y, O}}= x),
rO(n * ~)=ron * ( m iny(b{v , {y, lth n}} = x) , where rOn=m * v.
Now (V) is also satisfied.
Example 3. Let r =AX. (n * X), n fixed. We put e Am. n * m,
Q(m, X) = X E n. * m, ep (n .* ~, m) = X, ep(O, m) = 0. Then (I)', (II)-(IV) are
satisfied.
Example 4. Let Off now consist of t he Myhill-Brouwer sequences as
described in § 4.4 of [D, T]. (We use the notation of [D, T].) We put
F = no. We define an operation 'P inverse to (/)0, such that for any spread
law c (/)0'Pc = o, as follows:
'Pe =An. {e'n , e(hn * ( izn »)},
where
e' = I.n . minz(e(n * z) =I).
If a = « xo, R (ao» , . .. , ( xu, R ( ao, ... , au»), then
ea= 'P((/)u(ao, ... , auh~) ,
where ~ is given by
/\ n([~n = 1 +-)0 (n -< ( xo, ... , xu ) v ( xo, ... , xu) -< n)] 1\ ~n< 1).
We put
Q(a, X) = der X E (/)oa,
so Qea={X: R<ao, "' , au)(X) 1\ X E <xo, ... , xu )}.
It is easy to see how ep may be constructed; assume Ba, er to represent
spread laws such that (/)oea C (/)oer and suppose lth a = lth r + 1; we
only have to restrict (/)oer to (/)oea on extension of r by ep(a, r),
Let w denote AX. {a, I}. Then we construct 1'0 such that
rO(xo, ... , x u) = « xo, R (w» , <Xl , R (w , w», " ' , ( Xu, R (w, ... , w») .
It readily follows that (V) is satisfied.
Remark. The introduction of 'P is not essential ; weakening of con-
dition (I) in the definition of Q-e-extensionality to
/\ a E Spr V a E A[Qa=Qea]
would have left the proof of theorem 1 in § 4 essentially unchanged.
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4.
From now on, F is supposed to be a Q-e-extensional projector.
Theorem 1. Let B(8, 1], ... ) be a formula of Fm(F). Then
/\ a E A /\ a' E A[Qel1' ~ Qel1 -')0 {68 E aB(8, 1], ... ) -')0 68 E a'B(8, 1], ... )}].
Proof. (i) A formula of Fm(F) is always equivalent to a formula
constructed from atomic formulae which are either of the form (F8)t=8
(t, 8 not containing lawless variables) or which do not contain lawless
variables at all, by means of the operators 1\, -')0, /\ x, Vx, /\ a, Va, /":,8, Y8.
To see this, we first eliminate disjunction with help of
P vQ~ V x[(x=o -')0 P) 1\ (x 7'= 0 -')0 Q)]
and negation by use of
--, P ~ (P -')0 1 = 0).
Let us call the result B'. The atomic formulae of B' which contain
lawless quantifiers are then 'stratified', using repeatedly
(rpFs)t=t'~ V x(rpx=t' 1\ (Fs)t=x),
(Fs)t=t'~ V x(x=t 1\ (F8)X=t').
As a result, every atomic formula of B' which contains lawless quanti-
fiers is replaced by a conjunction of atomic formulae of the desired kind,
preceded by some existential numerical quantifiers. It is evident how to
replace /\ 8, V8 by /":,8, Y8.
Let us say that a formula belongs to Fm*(F) if it is of the simple kind
described above.
In the remainder of this section we use a, a', a", ... , r, r", 7:", ... as
variables for elements of A. Let us introduce an abbreviation:
a "-' a' del lth a= lth a' 1\ Qel1=Qel1,.
(ii) In case a "-' a', we can find an operator Q E (A)A such that
/\ a" >- a'(a" "-' Qa" 1\ Qa" >- a). Given a, a', Q is defined inductively as
follows.
Qa" = <> for --, a" >- a',
Qa'=a,
Q(a" * <p»=Qa" * <rp(a" * <p>, Qa"» for a" >- a.
Hence especially
/\ a /\ a' (a "-' a' -')0/\ a" >- a' Va'" (a'" "-' a" 1\ a" >- a)).
Note that it is possible to generalize (II) to
Qel1 ~ Qe-r 1\ lth a> lth i -')0 Va'(a' >- i 1\ a' "-' a).
(iii) When we have proved for a formula B
/\ a /\ a'(a "-' a' 1\ /":,8 E aB(8, 1], ... ) -')0 /":,8 E a'B(8, 1], ••• )),
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then it follows that
/\ a /\ a'(Qeu' C Qeu A 6, 8 E aB(8, n. ... )~ 6, 8 E a'B(8, 'Yj, ... )).
For let Qeu' C Qeu' We have to consider two cases.
Case (a). lth o «; lth a'. Then we can find (by (ii)) a a" >- a, a" ,....., a'.
If 6, 8 E aB(8, 'Yj, ... ), it follows that 6, 8 E a"B(8, 'Yj, ... ), hence 6, 8 E a'
B(8, n. ... ).
Caee (b). lth a> lth a'. Let 8 E a'. Then there is a a" >- a' such that
8 E a", lth a" = lth a+ 1. Qeull C Qeu' C Qeu' hence we may construct a
p=q;(a", a) such that a * <p) ,....., a".
Then from 6,8 E aB(8, 'Yj, ... ) it follows that 6,8 E a * <p)B(8, 'Yj, ... ),
hence 6,8 E a"B(8, 'Yj, ) and thus B(8, 'Yj, ... ). This holds for every 8 E a',
hence 6,8 E a'B(8, 'Yj, ).
(iv) Below, in (v)-(ix) we shall prove the theorem for formulae of
Fm*(F) by induction w.r.t. the logical complexity.
For formulae of Fm*(F) the logical complexity e(F) is defined as follows.
Let us call the operators A, ~, /\ x, V x, /\ a, Va lawlike logical operators.
For any F, eA(F) is the number of existential quantifiers v8 in F, and
eL(F) is the total number of occurrences of logical operators in F. Now
we define e by recursion: (i) if F = EF', E a lawlike operator, then
e(F)=e(F'); (2) if F - F'EF", E a lawlike operator, then l](F)=e(F')+
+e(F"); (3) ifFis of the form 6,8F'(81, ... , 8p)oroftheform V8F'(81, ... , 8p)
then e(F) = oi- eA(F') + eL(F'). So the logical complexity is an ordinal < w2.
(v) Basis of the induction. The theorem holds for atomic formulae of
Fm*(F). For atomic formulae not containing lawless variables this is
immediate.
Suppose a,....., a', 6,8 E a((F8)t=S), and let 'Yj E a'. Find a a" >- a' such
that F*(t, a") #-0, take alii >- a such that alii,....., a", construct l' >- a such
that F*(t, 1')#-0, and find a 1" >- a" such that r ,....., 1". Then
(F'Yj)t+l=F*(t, T')=F*(t, a")=F*(t, T)=s+l,
since l' >- a. Therefore /\ 'Yj E a'((F'Yj)t=s).
(vi) Let 6,8 E a(A(8, 'Yj, ... ) ~ B(8, 'Yj, ... )), a,....., a'. It follows that
/\ l' >- a[6,8 E TA(8, 'Yj, ... )~ 6,8 E TB(8, 'Yj, ... )].
Now suppose 6,8 E T'A(8, n, ... ),1" >- a'. Then we can find a r >- a, l' ,....., 1".
Hence 6,8 E TB(8, 'Yj, ... ) (induction hypothesis), and therefore 6,8 E l'
B(8, 'Yj, ). Applying the induction hypothesis again, we obtain 6,8 E 1"
B(8, n, ). This has been proved for arbitrary 1" >- a', hence
/\ 1" >- a'[L';8 E T'A(8, 'Yj, ... ) -)0- L';8 E T'B(s, 'Yj, ... )],
which is equivalent to L';s E a'[A(8, 'Yj, ... ) ~ Bie, 'Yj, ... )].
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(vii) If the theorem holds for A, B, then for A AB; this is immediate
because of
6e E a[A(e, n, ... ) ABie, 'Yj, ... )] - [De E aA(e, 'Yj, ... ) A De E «Bie, 'Yj, ... )]
(viii) Let a ro-.J a' and let De E a VxA(e, 'Yj, ... , x). Then there exists a
(/J E KC[1), ... ] such that
1\ T(T >- a A(/JT=/-O --+ VxDe E TA(e, 'Yj, ... , x)).
We define (/J' as follows.
T -< a' --+ (/J'T = 0,
T >- a' --+ (/J'T = (/Jt:h (D is chosen such that
T >- a' --+ DT >- a AT ro-.J DT as in (ii)),
-, T -< a' A--, a' -< T --+ (/J'T= 1.
Clearly (/J' E KC['Yj, ... ]. Now let (/J'T' =/- 0 AT' >- a'. Then (/JDr' = (/J'T' A
ADr' >- a, Dr' ro-.J x', Hence for some x De E DT'A(e, 'Yj, ... , x), so by our
induction hypothesis De E T'A(e, 'Yj, ... , x). Thus we have proved
1\ T'((/J'T' =/- 0 AT' >- a' --+ V x De E T'A(e, 1), ... , x))
which is equivalent to De E a' VxA(e, 'Yj, ... , x).
(ix) The case of 61' E a VaA(e, 1), ... , a) is treated similarly.
(x) De E aD'YjA(e, rj, ... ) can be rewritten as D1)De E aA(e, 'Yj, ... );
hence the assertion of the theorem immediately follows from the induction
hypothesis in this case.
(xi) Let a ro-.J a', De E aV'YjA(e, 'Yj, ). The second assumption is e-
quivalentto DeEaVTD'Yj ETA(e, 'Yj, ).From D'YjETA(e,'Yj, ... )itfollows
by induction hypothesis that
D1)(Q(8T, r1)) --+ A(e, 1), ... )).
For let Q(8T, r1)). Then it follows by (IV) that Va(rj E a AQea C Q&r)'
hence D1)' E aA(e, 'Yj', ... ) by induction hypothesis, and thereforeA(e, 'Yj, ... ).
Now V TD1)(Q(8T, r'Yj) --+ A(e, 1), ... )), consequently
V aD'Yj(Q(a, r'Yj) --+ A(e, 'Yj, ... )).
De E a VaD'Yj(Q(a, 'Yj) --+ A(e, 'Yj, ... )) contains one existential quantifier less
than the original formula, hence
De E a' V aD1)(Q(a, rrj) --+ A(e, 'Yj, ... ))
and this in turn implies De E a' V'YjA(8, rj, ... ).
Theorem 2. Let A(8, 81, ... ) E Fm(r), then
A(e, 81, ... ) A =/- (8,1'1, ... ) --+ Va[Q(a, Fe) A D1)(Q(a, r'Yj) --+ A(1), 81, ... ))].
Proof. We essentially repeat the argument sub (xi) in the proof of
theorem 1. Assume A(8, 81, ... ). Then there is a a such that
8 E a A D.'Yj E aA(1), 1'1, ... ).
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Assume Q(8a, rJ'). It follows that for some a'
rJ' E a' 1\ Qf)a' C QBa'
Hence also L1rJ E a'A (rJ, cI, ... ) by theorem 1. So
D,rJ'(Q(8a, rrJ') - A(rJ', ct, ... )).
Then the assertion of the theorem is immediate.
Definition. Let Vp be a fixed bi-unique mapping of Np onto N, with
inverses jtP (1 <.;i<.;p), i.e. vp(hpn, ... , jpPn)=n for all n. Define ~p by
kjPO=O, ~p(n * :X)=~Pn * <jtPx).
Theorem 3. Let A(ct, ... , cp, a) E Fm(F), and suppose (V) is satisfied
for a suitable roo Then
D,cl ... D,f.p V aA(ct, ... , cp, a) -
_ V b VeE K D,cl ... D,cpA(ct, , cp, ly. b{e(vp(et, ... , ep), y}),
where vp(Xt, ... , Xp) stands for Ax. Vp(XIX, , Xpx).
Proof. Define r po E (N)A(Pl by
r pan = <rOklPn, ... , rOkpPn) ,
define <Xl, ... , 'Xp) E <at, ... , ap) as Xl E al 1\ ... 1\ Xp E ap, and write
<at, ... , ap) -< <it, ... , Tp) for al ~ Tl 1\ ... 1\ ap -< Tp.
It is easily verified that
<el, ... , ep) E rpon -)- vp(rel, ... , rep) E n,
Assume D,fl ... D,fp V aA(et, ... , ep, a), then for some WE Kpc and some
b e [(N)N]*
1\ ft E A (Pl(Wft -=/= 0 -
- D,el .. , L,cp(ct, ... , fp) E: ft - A(el, ... , ep, ly. b{Wft -'- 1, y}))).
Hence
I\n(Wrpon-=/=O _ D,Bl ... D,E:P«cl, ... , Bp) E rpon _
_ A(et, ... , cp, ly. b{WrpOn -'- 1, y}))).
Since
1\ X E (N)N Vx(Wrpoix-=/=O) 1\
1\ 1\ n 1\ m(Wrpon-=/= 0 _ WrpO(n * m)=WrpOn)),
it follows that In. wrpon E KIN = K, so for some e E K
I\n(en-=/=O - !1el ... !1cp«el, ... , ep) E rpOn_
- A(el, ... , ep, ly. b{en -'- 1, y}))).
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From theorem 1 we conclude
1\ Gl • . • 1\ Gp 1\ n(en"'"0 /\ Qa, d Qea /\ ... /\ Qaf) d Qea --;>-
, f)
--;>- ,6, e l E Gl ... ,6,sp E GpA(el, ... , ep, Ay. b{en ...:... 1, y}))) ,
where at = g r°!ctPn for 1 .;;; i <v. and because of (V)
1\ n(en"'"0 --;>- ,6,el .. . ,6,ep(vp(Fel, ... , rep) En--;>-
--;>- A(el' ... , ep, Ay. b{en ...:... 1, y}))).
5.
Applications. In this sect ion we derive some consequences of theorems 1-3
for the examples given in § 3.
Theorem 4. With respect to 2 the universe of lawless sequences
and 0/1 = {LIe: e lawless} have the same set of valid sentences.
Proof. On account of theorem 2 the following schema is valid for 0/1
(A a formula of 2):
(15) A (IX , lXI, .. . , IXp) /\ "'" (IX , lXI, ... , IXp) --;>-
--;>- V n(1X E n /\ ,6,1X' E nA(IX' , 1X1, ... , IXp))
For if AO(e, el, ... , ep) is a formula of Fm(F) which is obtained from A
by replacing every occurrence of a variable fJ by Tn , and replacing quanti-
fiers 1\ fJ , V fJ by 1\ 1} , V 1} respectively (and replacing distinct variables by
distinct variables), then by theorem 2
AO(e, el, ... , ep) /\ "'" (e, el, ... , ep)--;>-
--;>- V n(,6, e E n /\ ,6,'f}(LI'f} En --;>- AO(1}, el , .. ., ep))].
Also S=1}~ /se> ,6, 'f} , hence (15) follows.
From theorem 3 we obtain immediately
(16) ,6,IXI ... ,6,lXp V aA(lXl' , IXp, a) --;>- V b VeE K 1\n(en* 0--;>-
--;>- ,6,IXI ... ,6,lXp(Vp(lXl, , IXp) En --;>- A(lXl, .. ., IXp, ;'y. b{en ...:... I, y}))).
Because of e = 'f}~ ,6,e = ,6,'f},
(17)
for IX, fJ E t:f/. Also
(18)
lX=fJVIX""'fJ
As is sketched in [K], (15)-(18) plus the axiom schemata and rules of
the theory of Brouwer-operations (i.e. IDK from [TI]) suffice to define
a translation T for closed formulae of 2 into the formulae of IDK such
that T(A)~A.
Now the assertion of the theorem follows from the fact that (15)-(18)
hold for 0/1 and for the lawless sequences.
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A similar theorem can be proved for the universe {rbS: S lawless},
Fb defined as in example 2. Thus we obtain (i), (ii) of § 7.2 in [D, T].
Theorem 5. For Myhill-Brouwer sequences (example 4 of § 3)
AiX -+ V a[Spr (a) A iX E a A 1\ f3 E aAf3]
and
1\ iX V xA(iX, x) -+ VeE K 1\ iXA(iX, e(iX))
(A a formula of 2).
Proof. Immediate by theorems 2, 3.
M athematisch I nBtituut,
Unioereiteit van Amsterdam.
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